Introducing Beachhead’s

SimplySecureTM
Management System
Easy, unified, web-managed mobile device security.
Beachhead’s SimplySecureTM Management System is a single, configurable,
web-based console with device modules that can be added in any mix
or quantity for iPhone & iPads, Android devices, Windows & Mac
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PCs and USB storage devices. This unique system allows you to
remotely secure the vulnerable devices in your organization Phones

including those owned by employees.
As the name implies
this innovative tool is designed to be easy enough for an
IT staff of one to deploy & manage and to be transparent
enough to users to ensure maximum employee productivity. SimplySecureTM dispels the reputation earned by other
products in this category.
SimplySecureTM is the only web-managed endpoint
security system that can enforce encryption and security
policy- including wiping at-risk data - on Windows & Mac
PCs, iPhones & iPads, Android mobility devices and USB
Flash devices from one unified administration console.
Quick deployment, easy management.
Because Beachhead subscriptions are enabled through the
cloud, there is no hardware or software infrastructure to
purchase, install or support. Internet access provides secure
web-based access to your management console no matter
where you are. Deployment is fast, updates are easy and
adding licenses at any time is handled with just a phone call.
A light-touch, holistic approach.
Whenever possible, the SimplySecureTM system leverages
resident OS tools. And why not? Managing on-board tools
provides an inherent level of compatibility and maximum
efficiency – Microsoft, Apple and Google make sure of it!
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These tools are organizationally managed and user-transparent. No training, no burden, no negative impact.
Encryption Is just the beginning.
Encryption is required to ensure compliance to a growing list
of government and industry mandates. But encryption alone
cannot protect your data if the password is compromised or
if the device is already authenticated. Beachhead offers the
only endpoint security tools that not only encrypt data but
also protect it when encryption by itself can’t. Beachhead’s
subscriptions give the you the patented ability to deny and
restore access to data remotely (“data quarantine”), destroy
at-risk data or to perform a number of other remote protections to ensure your data is safe from compromise.
As if it weren’t already easy enough.
For those who have neither the in-house resources, expertise
or the time, SimplySecureTM can be purchased monthly as a
managed service. SimplySecureTM MANAGED is available
through Beachhead-authorized MSPs. Compliance and data
protection for your mobile devices couldn’t be easier!
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